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For all n $ S or 9 (mod 12) the genu3 :lf the granh II, x K, is shown t#c> be equal to the lower 
hound given by the Euler Formula. 
Consider two disjoint copies of a complete graph K,, the first t&h vertices 
1,2, . . -, n, the second with vertices l’, 2’, . . .) n’. Then join vertex i with vertex i’ by 
one edge ft = 1,2. . . ., n). The graph obtained has 2n vertices and n2 edges and can 
be interpreted as the Cartesian product K,, X Kz and also the n-dimensional 
generalization of the 3-dimensional three sided prism. The genus y(G) of a graph 
G is the smallest genus of an orientable surke S s!mch that G can be imbedded 
into S without crossings of pairs of edges. For instance y(_?C,, x K,) = 0 because 
K, x K1 is imbeddabk into the sphere. Fig. 1 shows an imheddjng of K, X K2 into 
the torus. 
m 
In the following formula Ql) the symbol {x} means the smallest integer 
Theorem 1. For all inregers n f 5 or 9 (mod I”.) with n 3 2 the ~m7zuh 
y[K, x Kt) = (Afn - 2)(n - 3)) 
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We shaK1 prove Theorem 1 in :!:c4 f~llawing pages. Of course it is conjectured that 
Theorem 1 also holds for the remaining two cases n = 5 and 9 (mod 12) except he 
special case n = 5. 
First we shall determine a lower bound for y(& X &), which we now denote by 
fPy(MXK*).Th f we ore Ki x & is embeddable into the orientabiu surface S, of 
genus p. It is known (see Youngs [5]) that this embedding is cellular. This means 
there exists a polyhedron P on S, such that the l-skeleton of P is isomorphic to 
K,, x Kr. If aural, and a2 are the number of vertices, edges and faces (2-cells) 
reqectivety in P the Euler formula says: 
00 -at+az=2-2p. (2) 
Each face of P is a triangle or a quadrangle or a pentagon, etc. Let fi be tbe number 
of i-gons in P. ‘Then 
c.=f3+f,+f-++ a**. 
Since each edge is incident with two faces and each i-gon is incident with i edges 
297, = 3$+4f,+5f,+ **a . (3 
Consequently 
hoifds. From (2) we obtain 
or 
6p -_ -3ao+at+(2a,-3aZ)+6 
6p =a,-3a,,+6+f4+Zf5+3f6+ *.a . 
Since a (, = 2n and ry 1 := n2 we get 
6p = n”-6n+6+ f,+2f5-k3fb+ **., (4) 
Now we have to study the polyhedron P in more detail. 
Let us call the n edges (i, i’) in K, x K2 Hue edges just to have a name for them. 
The other edges we call red edges Then each vertex of K,, x KL is incident with one 
blue and n - 1 red edges. In order to make the proof easy we use the following 
terminology. If we cut the polyhedron P along each edge, then P breaks apart into 
at faces, each a polygon. Each Folygon has a certain number of s&s. The total 
number of sides is 2a,. If we wish TO put P together again we identify each side with 
a certain other side. S,o in P each edge k represents two sides. if b is blue (red) we 
al-so call the two sides blue [red). 
In the gr,aph K, x Kz each closed way w containing a blue edge has length 34 
and contains an even number of b .ue edges. At least half of the edges of w are, red. 
each polygon of P wh+ has w blue side is trot a triangle and at least half of its 
sides are red sides. Since tb ?re are exactly 2~ blue sides, there are at least 2rr red 
sides not belongii:g to triangular faces in P. 
QW we shall count the *yumber fj of triangular faces in F. There are 2fnz- n) 
” 
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,’ red sides in f? But at least 2n of them do not belong to a triangle. This leaves no 
;, 
: 
more than 2(nE -- 2n) red sides wXch may form triangular faces. Each triangle uses 
three of them. Therefore 
; 3f3 d 2n2 - 4n.. 
Together with (33 this gives 
2n3r 3f,t4f.,t5fs+ ‘**) 
3nrG2n2 -4n +4fe+5fs+ .*‘1, 
4n a4f4+-5fs+6f,+ ..* ~4Cf~f2f,cb3f~+ *em), 
n q,f2f~+3f6+ *** , 
And this we put in (4) and obtain 
6p an”--5n+6. 
y(K, x K,) 3 {i(n -- 2)(n - 3)). (5) 
This was the easy half of the problem. Now we have to show that (5) is really an 
equality except for n = 5. 
Next we shalf prove that 
7(&G X K?)d 2y(L :) (6) 
always holds. Consider an embedding of K. cl into an oricntable surface S of genus 
y(K,+,). The dual map of this embedding has n t 1 countries. Each country is 
adjacent to every other. We denote the countries by 0,1,2.. . . . n, such that country 
0 has the neighbors 1,2.. . ., n in that cyclic order (see Fig. 2). Take a second copy of 
such a map with countries O’, l’, 2’. . . . . n’ on the surface S’. Excise country I) in S 
and country 0’ in S’. Then identify the two bcuardarim such that country i becomes 
\ adjacG:nt o country i’ (i = I, 2,. . ., n). This gives an c.:rientable surface of genus 
Fig. 2. 
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2y(Ii,,,l and the dual of the constructed map contains a subgraph isomorphic to 
K, x K1. This proves inequaIiIy (6). 
7’hc formula for the genus of K,,.,, is known (fol: a com:plete proof see Ringef (41) 
to be 
y(K&= (&(n - 2)(n - 3)) for all n 2 2. 
Together with (5) and (6) we obtain 
Q(n - 2)(n - 3)) d y(X, x K+ 2(i$(n - 2)(n - 35). (71 
2,3,6,7,10 or 1 I (mod .: 2) then it can easily be checked that the lower and 
upper bound in (3 are equal. Thus for those 6 residue classes (mod 12) Theorem I 
is proved. 
Consider now ‘the ES ceplxxxb case n =YFnegrraph X.P x-9 MBUi,nsa sI.@J?q$B 
G consisting of two disjoint copies of KS. By additivity of genus (see Battle, et al., 
[I]) it follows that 
y(K, x Kt) 2 y(G) z’ y(Ks) + y(G) = 2. 
Therefore eq. (1) does not hold for n = 5. From (7) it follows that r(& X K,) = 2. 
Some extra tricks will help to solve other cases. 
Assume that n E= I or 4 (mod 12). Then R f 1 = 2 or 5 (mod 12) and there exists a 
triangulalr embedding of the graph K,,, , - K, into an orientable surface S. This we 
know for n + 1 = 5 (mod 12) from R;ngef [3, 4’, and for tt + 1 5 2 (mod 12) frt3m 
Jungerman [2]. Since all faces are triangular the genus of 5 can easily be 
determined. It is 
r(K,+, - K,) = &((?I - 2)(n - 3) - 2). 
The dual map of this embedding contains n + I countries where exactly two of 
them are not adjacent. Denote these two countries by x a.nd ye The others let LIZ 
denore by I, 2,3,. . ., n -- 1 in such a way that x has the neighbors I, 2,3,. . ,, n - 1 4n 
that cyclic order. We take a second copy of such a map on the surface S’ where the 
countries are denoted x’, y’, I’, 2’:. . ., (pt - I)’ accordingly. Excise country y from S 
and country y’ from S’. Identify the two boundaries such that country i becomes 
adjacent to country i’ (i = 1,2,. . ., n - 1). The genus of the surface obtained is 
If we use one additional handle we can make country x adjacent to country x’. 
ives ISI an embedding of Km x Kr into an urientable surface of the exact genus 
iven in formula (1). 
uw assume n s 8 (mod 12). First we canC;ider the special case n = 8. Consider 
. 
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0. 2 7 3 1 4 5 5 x 
2. 4 1 5 3 6 7 0 x 
4. 6 3 7 5 13 1 2 x 
6. 0 5 17234x 
1. 7 6 5 2 4 0 3 x 
:3. I 0 7 4 6 2 5 x 
5. 3 2 1 6 Q 4 7 x 
7. 5 4 3 0 2 6 1 x 
x. (6 4 2 0) (1 3 5 7) 
(8) 
which is taken fram Ringel [J, p. 791. It describes a map on an orientable surface S 
with 10 countries. T yo of them are both named .x. The others are denoted by 
0, 1,2,. . .,7. The vertic& of the map all have valence 3. This follows from rule A * 
(see 141). Take a second c;?zy of such a map on the surface S’ where the countries 
are denoted x ‘, 0’, I’, . . ., 7’ &:,ordingly. 
Excise the country x which is adjacent to 0,2,4,6 from S an4 the country x’ 
which is adjacent ta 0’,2’,4’,6’ from S’. Identify the two boundaries such that i 
becomes adjacent to i’ (i = 0,2,4, iI. The genus of the resulting orientable 
surface is 
where y(S) is the genus of 5. Then excise the tznraining country x adjacent to 
1,3,5,7 and the country x’ adjacent to l’, 3’, S’, 7’, stir! identify the two boundaries. 
When identifying, we obtain the adjacencies ii, i’) for i -- 1,&S, 7. Now we have a 
map on an orientable surface of genus 
r(S)+ y(S’)+ 1. 
The dual of this map is exactly the graph Ks x K2. So here we have described the 
procedure for n *= 8. It can be generalized for each n = 8 (mod 1‘2) because 
Jungerman (see [4, p, !#I) hns proved’.!he existence of a map on an ortcntable 
surface S having these properties: The r&p has n + 1 countries. Two of then; are 
both named J, the others are identified by ;q,, 1,2,. . I n - 1. Each of the countrti’s 
0,1 2 , ,***, tt - 1 is adjacent to every other. One country x is adjacent to 0,2,. . ., 
is of valence 3. This means 
is given by Euler’s formula1 
PI .- 2, the other cauntry x to I, 3,. . ., n - 1, Each vertex 
the scheme obeys rule A * (see 141). The genus y@) of S 
(2). It is 
y(S) = k((n - Z)(n - 3) - 6). 
After applying the above operations, as described for n = 8, we obtain an 
embedding of K, x Kz into an orientable surface of genus 
y(S) “t- y(S) + 1 = i(n - 2)(n - 3). 
This proves Thearem. I for n 5~: 8 (mod 12). 
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Now, we shall work with the case n = 0 {mod 12). First consider the special case 
n = 12. In (4, p. 821 one can find the scheme 
0. 5 7 2 111 8 4 3 9 610 
4. 911 6 5 3 0 8 7 110 2 
8. 1310 9 7 4 011 5 2 6 
1. 8 6 11 0 2 5 9 10 4 7 3 
5. 010 3 4 6 9 12 811 7 
%427810 1560311 ‘* (9) 
2. 3 6 8 5 1 0 7 9 41311 
6. 7 18 0 9 s 4 11 1 8 2 3 
10. 11 2 4 1 9 8 3 5 0 6 7 
3. 211 9 Oe4 510 8 1 7 6 
7. 6 3 1 4 8 9 2 0 5 11 10 
11, 10 7 5 8 0 1 6 4 9 3 2 
which describes a triangular embedding of Kit into the orientable surface Sfi of 
genus 6. The dual is a map M of 12 mutualIy adjacent countries where all vertices 
are of valence 3. In (9) we can see the part 0. . . . 7 2 . . . , therefore there exists a 
ve~lex in M incident with the three countries 0,7,2. Let’s denote this vertex by 
(&7,2). We can select three more vertices to get the foIi.gwing four. 
(O,y, 2), (4,lL 6), t&3,10), (59,l). 
Notice we have used each country once. 
Take a sel:ond copy M’ of the same map where the countries are denoted by 
I)‘* 1’. . . ., I f ’ ;accordingly. Consider the four vertices (O’, 7’,2’), (a’, :I l’, 6’), (S’, 3’, lo’), 
(S’, 9’, 1’) in M’. The local situation is ilhistrated in Fig. 3. Now change the vo maps 
b) replacing ,tzach of the eight vertices by a little triangle as in Fig. 4. Excjse the 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4, 
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eight little triangles and identify the two triangles d (0,7,2) and 3 (0’, 7’, 2’) such that 
the pairs (O,O’), (2,2’), (7.7’) are adjacent pairs of countries. In the same way 
identify the boundaries of the 3 other pairs of triangles as shown in Fig. 4, The 
resulting map is orientable and has genus 6+ 6+ 3 = 15. Each country in the set 
{~*I,2,..., 1 I) is adjacent to one country in the set {O’, l’, 2’, . . ., 11’) and vice versa. 
Thus the dual of the ma’p is art embedding of Klz x Kt into S,,. Therefore 
y(K,z X K,)e 15. From (5) we obtain I5 6 y(KIL x Kt). So Theorem 1 is proven 
for n = 12. 
This method can be generalized for each tt = 0 (mod 12). However the reader has 
to be familiar with some details of 14, Chapter 1 I]. There exists a triangular 
embedding of K,, into the orientable surface of genus 
y(K) = _rj (n - 3)(n - 4). 
This embedding and its dual map M are described by a scheme like the scheme (9). 
But instead of integers the countries are new denoted by the elements of a certain 
nonabelian group E, with the n elements. Let E be the identity element in G. The 
line E in the scheme is generated by a current graph with certain properties. 0ne of 
them is property C8): An element of order 3 corn be the current of u dead-end-arc. 
We are very lucky that this property was really used. In fact thk, current graph in 
question has several dead-end-arcs and two of them carry an element of order 3 as 
current. Let p be the current of one of these two dead-end-arcs. Then the scheme 
has the following part. 
. . . p 
;: . . . 
p-’ . . . 
/3-.’ E 
@. . . . & p 1:: 
So there exists a vertex (c,@,p-‘) which is incident with the countries 
From the way the: scheme is constructed it follows that the triple 
also represents a ,vertex in the map incident with the countries F. P. /3 
an arbitrary element of G,. 
I. where u is 
Let 13 - (e,&,O-‘) be the subgroup of G, generated by /3. Let S be a set of 
representatives for the cosets of B, 
Consider the set of vertices (10) for each cr E S. This gives ; n vertices and no two 
of them have a country in common. Take a second copy M’ of the given map M and 
proceed as in the example n = 12. The genus of the .resultrng surzace is 
y(M)+ y(M)+ fn - 1 = d(n’- 5~ f 6). 
This completes the proof of Theorem I. 
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